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Stages of Goat Labor
by JANET GARMAN

During labor, the doe progresses through three stages.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

The first stage, also called prelabor, often goes unnoticed at
first. Contractions begin, pushing
the fetus and surrounding fluid
sac toward the vagina, and the
cervix begins to dilate. While we
can’t see these signs, we may
see the doe’s udder begin to
fill. The vulva looks softer and
puffier, even flabby. As the doe
gets closer to stage two, muscles
and ligaments in her pelvic region
soften and relax. You may see
discharge coming from the vulva.

The second stage of labor begins
when the water bag is pushed out.
The doe continues to squat and
exhibits restless behavior, pawing
the ground and biting her side.
Often the doe makes soft sounds,
calling to her kids. Contractions
push the kid through the birth
canal and toward the vulva. The
amniotic membrane surrounding
the kid breaks and amniotic fluid
helps lubricate the delivery. The
entire second stage of labor should
be completed within 30 minutes.
After 30 minutes with no birth,
conduct an internal exam to check
the kid(s) position in the birth canal.

Stage 3 delivers the afterbirth.
This marks the end of labor
and delivery. Each kid will have
a separate placenta. Retained
placenta material can cause
problems such as infection or
bleeding, so ensure that it all
has passed. Do not pull on the
afterbirth hanging from the doe’s
vulva. It normally passes on its
own within two to 12 hours after
the final kid has been delivered.

This is the best time to take your
doe to a kidding stall. This gives
her some privacy and relieves
stress from the rest of the herd. It
also allows you to better observe
the progress. Stressing the doe
at this point can prolong labor.
The end of stage 1, contractions
become more forceful. She may
paw the ground and refuse to
eat. The water bag pushes out
of the birth canal. Stage 1 with
visible signs should last two to
three hours. If you see no straining
and pushing toward the end of
that time period, you may need
to do an internal exam. Once
the water bag breaks, straining
and pushing should deliver the
kid(s) within 30 to 40 minutes.
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In unassisted kiddings, the
second and third kids should
arrive within 30 minutes of the
previous kid. If you had to assist
with the first delivery, check for
additional kids or malpresentations
sooner than 30 minutes.
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Reading about normal kidding
behavior and deliveries, along
with observing deliveries on other
farms, will help you feel more
prepared to help your own does
deliver their kids, if needed.

